HANOVER® ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS | ROOF BALLAST PAVERS
STANDARD PAVERS FOR
WALKWAY AND BALLAST
When the project requires an
economical roof ballast paver,
Hanover® offers a standard paver,
stocked in a Natural color and a
non-slip Diamond finish. A wide
range of sizes are available at a
1 13/16” thickness and a weight of
23 lbs/sf. Unlike river gravel which
has been known to be hazardous,
pavers used as ballast or walkways
provide a durable, safe method of
protecting the roof system.
Hanover® Roof Ballast Pavers
reduce roof life cycle costs
(vs. stone ballast) with lower
installation and maintenance
expenses. By creating a limited
pedestrian walkway, Roof Ballast
Pavers make roof inspections
safer and easier compared to
stone ballast. When installed
to completely cover the protected
membrane, they shield the
membrane from punctures, cuts
and ultraviolet ray damage.

BALLAST PAVER COLOR & FINISH

FINISH : DIAMOND
COLOR : NATURAL
Diamond is a ballast paver finish. It is not recommended
for aesthetic projects.
Pavers can be ordered in color when quantities permit.

PLEASE NOTE: It is not recommended that

diamond or stipple finish Prest® Pavers be
used on applications in which aesthetics
are of importance. (Surface blemishes are
considered a normal characteristic with this
product and should be expected.)

Natural color Prest® Pavers have a tendency
to vary in color within any given shipment.
It may vary in shade from gray/buff to light
gray, and even to a darker gray. This variance
should be expected and considered normal
for the Natural color Prest® Pavers.

PAVERS FOR
LIGHTWEIGHT BALLAST
When the roof design will not
accommodate the load of a
standard paver, Hanover® offers
Pavers for Lightweight Ballast,
weighing 15 lbs/sf. Sized at
113/4” x 231/2” x 11/4” and
231/2” x 231/2” x 11/4”,Lightweight
Ballast Pavers are manufactured
in a Natural color and Diamond
finish. These may be installed
on a protected membrane
system for ballasting and limited
pedestrian use. However, Hanover®
Pavers for Lightweight Ballast are
not normally recommended for
pedestal applications, particularly
if pedestrian access is anticipated.
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